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      Our Story 
Fox Meadow School of Creative Media is a forward thinking educational community focused on  
creating opportunities that cultivate student leaders from diverse backgrounds who are prepared to lead  
in a technologically advanced world. 
  
 1:1 mobile iPad technology provides an ease in a more personalized, productive learning       
 environment. The implementation of various technology pathways allows for increased student        
 options best suited for individual students’ abilities and interests.  
  
 Innovative leadership and advanced teaching practices guide students toward deeper     
 levels of understanding, as well as multiple opportunities for collaboration and  
 increased levels of productivity. 
  
 With an emphasis on continuous professional development focused  
 on ever-evolving technology, teachers can provide creative and  
 powerful academic instruction in a technologically rich and advanced  
 environment. 
  

 Vision 
Our vision, “Whatever it takes for every child”, is to furnish pathways that challenge our students to be 
productive and innovative problem solvers.  
• We aspire to initiate a learning environment that manufactures a creator mindset.  
• We aim to create a nurturing environment where students feel valued and supported, while empowering 

them to succeed.  By providing all students with a voice through both media and technology, we know our 
students will be prepared for educational opportunities around the world.  

• We engage our community through partnerships with the City of Jonesboro’s Communications Department, 
Arkansas State University’s School of Media and Journalism, and Jonesboro Radio Group. 

‣ What is Creative Media? 

‣ Pandemic Perseverance 

‣ FMSCM Parent Testimony 

Our  Creative Vision

We’re pleased to be recognized as an Apple Distinguished School 
for 2021-2024 for our continuous innovation in learning, teaching, 
and the school environment.



  Learning 

Technology plays an integral role in transforming 
and enriching the delivered content. Students create, 
collaborate, design and produce products through 
the use of Apple technology. They are engaged in 
authentic learning experiences. Our fifth grade 
students procured awareness of the Water Crisis in 
Africa by producing and sharing a variety of 
multimedia presentations, giving the opportunity for 
a much wider reach and more possibility for 
feedback.  

Technology has allowed for the execution of 
opportunities to collaborate beyond the classroom 
walls. Our sixth grade students joined forces with 
the local college museum to create an interactive 
app to help museum visitors learn about a new 
exhibit. Students teleconferenced with the museum 
director, before packing up their iPad to tour the 
exhibit. Students showcased their finished product 
to an audience comprised of teachers, parents, and 
museum staff.  

Our students gain confidence and in-depth 
knowledge though our Big Fox News program. 
Students exhibit leadership by writing, filming, 
editing, videoing and producing weekly news 
segments. The news segments are used as a 
platform to communicate with students, staff and 
the community by means of our Youtube channel. 
Big Fox News has attained first place in two media 
competitions by showcasing their talents. 

         

  
  
  

  
Through the use of our 1:1 iPad initiative  
and the variations of Apple technology, our  
students have been inspired to create and produce 
digital projects to display deeper understanding of 
content knowledge.  
‣ Choice boards are used to depict learning  
    through a variety of available media  
‣ The use of GarageBand to orchestrate original 

music pieces 
‣ Incorporation of green screens in multi-media 

productions 
‣ Continual Professional Development through our 

Expert Status Program. 
Assessing our students through real-time data is 
crucial to ensure success. Continual teacher 
professional development is strategic in  
developing active learners and increased 
productivity.  

 
   

 
We will continue to inspire a mind-set that will 
allow all learners to create life-enhancing and 
world-changing projects through the use of the most 
current technology. We will facilitate opportunities 
for greater understanding and collaboration through 
partnerships within our school, our community, and 
around the world. We will utilize technological 
advancements to individualize student learning to 
meet each student’s needs and expedite their 
academic growth. Through the recognition of an 
“Apple Distinguished School”, we will share what 
we have created within our school community and 
learn from those who have received this honor. It is 
through such learning and sharing of ideas that true 
and lasting change can occur, allowing students to 
become our future leaders.

‣ Black History Month Media Project 

‣ Get Moving-4th Grade Promotes 
Physical Activity 

‣ K.E.Y Classes 

‣  Uganda Water Project 

‣ Rockabilly-Partnership with A-State 
Museum 

‣ Big Fox News-Radio/TV 

Our  Creative Learning

Our  Creative Success

What’s Next

Success


